I am supporting the jail breaking exemption for all smartphones/tablets and video game consoles. I am currently a high school student at one of the most prestigious public high school in America (Science and Engineering Magnet at Townview). I use my smartphone everyday and since I bought it with my own money. I should have the right to do whatever I want with it. It is as simple as that, just like if you were to purchase a pair of shoes you can do anything you want to those shoes because it is yours you own them, of course there are limitations though. Please do not take away jail breaking I as a student use the everyday perks of jail breaking to help me in school and other things as well. In addition it helps apple build better and smarter software and obtain ideas that the common people have. Jail breaking allows us to be creative and innovate new things. Even though a lot of companies will not admit it jail breaking has lead to many new ideas that companies have now implemented in updated software. Without the jailbreak community there is no way developers can put their imagination to work just as companies such as Microsoft and apple intended.